Dear Faculty Sponsor-

Thank you for sponsoring a submission by an undergraduate student author to *Explorations: the UC Davis Undergraduate Research Journal*. We appreciate your dedication to supporting undergraduate research and are pleased to have received your student’s manuscript. In order to most efficiently process the manuscript for publication, could you kindly fill in the information below?

1. As a preliminary screen for publication, we ask that all sponsors have read the submitted work for which they have signed a release, have provided feedback to the student author, and can vouch for the quality of the work relative to the standards in your field. Student works will be published in *Explorations* with a notation indicating the name of the sponsor. (“Sponsored by Professor...”). Please acknowledge the following:

   I have read and discussed the submitted work by (student)______________________________.

   By initialing here I verify that the work is of high quality and free of grammatical and typographical errors. I agree to have this work associated with my name as sponsor: ________________________________

2. Is the submitted work, or portions thereof, suitable for publication in a professional venue in your field? If a professional journal or publisher might be willing to publish the submission, we ask that you pursue this avenue with your student rather than submit to *Explorations*. Please note that *Explorations* is published online and is publically available. Thus any information contained in submitted work may not be published elsewhere, and publication in *Explorations* constitutes public disclosure of intellectual property. To best serve the students, we recommend publication in the highest impact venues possible. *Explorations* is best for papers that cannot be published in other professional venues, not due to quality but due to other factors; for example, work that is high quality but too limited in scope for professional publication.

   By initialing here, I certify that this work is well suited for *Explorations*: ________________

3. Please provide the names of five faculty, postdocs, or graduate students on the UC Davis campus who are qualified to review the submitted work (for position, please indicate: F = faculty, P = postdoc, G = grad):

   (1)___________________________________ Position_____ email____________________
   (2)___________________________________ Position_____ email____________________
   (3)___________________________________ Position_____ email____________________
   (4)___________________________________ Position_____ email____________________
   (5)___________________________________ Position_____ email____________________